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      Set Space Token offers players and holders the opportunity 
to win while having fun with its large-scale burns and rewards 
mechanisms. 

      A system called Set Space Token Rewarding and Burning 
system has been developed in order to increase the value of the 
SST token, to prevent its value from decreasing and to rewards 
BTS holders. The main purpose of the system is to reward the 
loyalty of Set Space Token holders with constantly valued 
tokens. While the developed large-scale burn mechanism 
contributes to the increase in the value of the token, the large-
scale prize system is working on distributing the valued tokens 
to its holders. 

      Set Space Token Rewarding and Burning System, 
distributes SST tokens to its holders and burns the SST tokens 
through many way.  The system has developed some special 
functions for its own purpose.
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      SST Reward and Burn System has developed some special 
functions for its own purpose. 

     

      Set Space Token Rewarding and Burning System, 
distributes SST tokens to its holders and burns the SST tokens 
through many way. 
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      On Winning by Holding mechanism, SST's holders earns 
from all transactions. Also by holding they earn from other 
players games even if they dont play games. 
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      On Winning by Playing mechanism, SST's holders earns 
from all playing games on SST Games platform. Players can win 
tokens and NFTs by playing games on this mechanism. It offers 
to player 2 special functions.

      This function is activated when the player wins the game. If 
player wins against another player or SST Games Platform. In 
games against the SST Games, the SST Games deposits tokens 
equal to the amount of tokens players have deposited in the 
games.
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      This function is activated when the player lose the game. If 
player lose against another player and still hold Set Space 
Token, Player wins;
    from all transactions.
    from the games played by other players in the SST Games.
    from Rewards Wallet Lottery Draws.

     SST Games will deposit into the game the amount the player 
has deposited and if SST Games wins the prize is only used to 
reward the players.
      If player lose against SST Games platform and still hold Set 
Space Token;
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